
CHILDREN’S HANDWRITTEN GIFTS | ORDER FORM

Parents, and grandparents especially, could use a heartfelt gift from the 
kids right now! Let’s turn some of their handwritten phrases and 
drawings into some thoughtful gifts to give for upcoming Mother’s Day, 
Father’s Day and any birthdays in between!

ALL YOU NEED:
1. Identify the handwritten gift recipient(s)
2. Choose which engraved gift(s) you’d like for each recipient 
3. Grab these things: 
        • Stack of blank paper (no lines) 
        • Permanent Marker 
         ...and a willing child! 

WRITING PROMPS:
Have them write out the phrase you want to use 
(write it out for little kids to copy)

 Here’s some of our favorite phrase ideas:
- I love you to the moon and back 
- Love you forever ♥
- Best mom/dad ever ☺
- You are my sunshine! ☼
- I love you, Mom/Grandma/Papa!
- XOXO

Incorporate a personal phrase, your endearing
names/nicknames (Grammy, Oma, etc) or 
phrases of a favorite song if those mean 
something to this person. 

DRAWING PROMPS:
Allow them to free-draw and then we can 
extract the parts of the drawing that will 
translate best to a laser engraved design. 

 Drawing ideas:
- Favorite thing to do with ________
- Draw ________ as a superhero 
- Draw something you’d bake for them
- Picture of your family
- Favorite pet/animal
- Draw them doing a sport they like
- Whats something _____ is good at doing?
- What is something you’ve learned from _____?
- Scene from a vaction/trip
- Draw a hugging machine

Could even be just cute little drawings like:
ice cream cone, vase of flowers, plant, house, 
sunshine/moon, unicorn/rainbow, butterfly, 
hearts, balloons, car/truck, sports gear, favorite 
foods, hot air balloon or state you live.

Gift Options
KEYCHAIN   *   MAGNET SET   *   COASTER SET   *   PLANT STICKS   *   DOOR KNOB HANGER 
ORNAMENT    *   BOOKMARK   *   CHARCUTERIE BOARD   *   CAKE TOPPER    *   WALL ART 

Print the template pages as a guide if that is helpful for your kids.

Promp Ideas
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KEYCHAIN  TEMPLATE

Details:  2.85 x 0.35 inches | cut from 0.25 in thick wood with keyring

Front:

Back:    

Front:

Back:    

Front:

Back:    

$6



MAGNET SET TEMPLATE

Details:  $3 per additional | 1.25 in square 
Optional: freehand draw a line around your picture/text for a unique shape  

Idea:  Have each child/grandchild create a drawing so they can be
gifted as a set   

$12
SET OF 4



COASTER SET TEMPLATE

Details:  $7 per additional | 3.75in round with felt backing.  Explanation
text or “by/with love” text can be used to create a cohesive look. 
Please note if you want any of these notes incorporated into the design. 
   

$16
SET OF 2



PLANT STICKS TEMPLATE

Details:  $3.50 per additional | 6in tall with space for image in circle and
text along the stick. $16

SET OF 4
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DOOR KNOB HANGER

Details:  4in. wide by 10 in. tall | lasercut/engraved from 1/8th inch wood

$16

Drawing Area
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CUSTOM WALL ART

Details:  Size and price options are flexible. Estimate is for 18in circle board
with mounted lasercut art. You have a choice of natural wood or stained 
and if drawing is colored or natural/black.  Best for drawing to be done
in maker so the line thickness is visible when doing as lasercut wood.  

$76

Drawing Area


